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Abstract. The Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt has developed a reference setup for
measuring the modulation transfer function (MTF) of camera lenses with the goal of reaching
an expanded measurement uncertainty of 0.01 (coverage probability of 95%) for various mea-
surement configurations. We present optomechanical simulations of the setup behavior, which
are used to investigate the influence of the combined mechanical misalignments on the MTF
depending on the lens under test. The investigations are carried out as part of Monte Carlo stud-
ies for different sample lenses and field heights considering the correlations between the effects
of different positioning errors on the MTF measured. The results of the sensitivity analyses have
allowed appropriate alignment strategies to be identified that significantly reduce the uncertainty
contribution of the positioning errors. By implementing these strategies, the target measurement
uncertainty can be achieved for most of the desired measurement configurations. In addition,
the comparison of three different sample lenses shows that the MTF sensitivity to misalignments
strongly depends on the characteristics of the lens to be measured. © The Authors. Published by
SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this
work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10
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1 Introduction

Recent developments in the use of camera lenses—e.g., in smartphones, professional cine cam-
eras, or cameras used in advanced driver-assistance systems—necessitate high-precision quality
control procedures to ensure high performance, cost-effective production, and compliance with
safety aspects.1–3 Since the theory of optical transfer function was described and the first mea-
suring devices were developed in the 1950s,4–7 specifying the imaging performance of optical
components by a modulation transfer function (MTF) became a widely used technique in optical
design and quality testing. Although the MTF is commonly used to specify the quality of
imaging systems, at present, there is a lack of services offering traceable MTF calibrations.

Motivated by the increasing demand in the industry, the Physikalisch-Technische
Bundesanstalt (PTB), in cooperation with an industrial partner, is developing an MTF reference
setup for camera lenses with the aim of reaching an expanded measurement uncertainty of 0.01
(coverage probability of 95%) for various measurement configurations. The aims of the project
are that an accredited laboratory for MTF calibrations of camera lenses is established and the
traceability will be supported by this reference setup.8

According to our knowledge, there is currently no commercial MTF measurement setup
available offering the desired accuracy for different field heights (on-axis and off-axis).
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Early international comparisons of MTF measurements of lenses have already shown that devi-
ations of several percent between the results of different setups and institutions were typical for
the off-axis cases.9,10 To investigate the present status, in 2018, we performed comparative mea-
surements between different industrial and scientific MTF measurement devices, which have
confirmed our assumption that differences of several percent still occur. One of the most critical
tasks on MTF test benches regarding measurement uncertainty is the detector positioning, which
depends on the alignment procedures and the accuracy of the linear stages moving the detector.

For initially defining the requirements of the mechanical components of our experimental
reference setup to meet the desired uncertainty, the influence of misalignments and stage posi-
tioning errors on the MTF was estimated separately for every single component. As most of the
uncertainty contributions introduced by misalignments and positioning errors depend on the
MTF behavior of the lens under test, the measured MTF behavior of typical sample lenses has
been considered as well as simulations of the detection process.

However, due to correlations between the effects of different positioning errors on the
measured MTF, their combined impact can only be estimated through Monte Carlo studies.
We present an optomechanical simulation of our reference setup that considers the misalign-
ments of the source, the collimator, the specimen, and the detector, as well as the positioning
errors of the stages moving the detector. This tool may take the uncertainty analysis of MTF
measurement setups to a new level, as it gives a fast method of a specimen-specific uncertainty
analysis while accounting for the contributions of all misalignments at once and without the need
for measured sample lens behavior.

We introduce the working principle and the analysis procedures of the virtual experiments.
The main results of the sensitivity analysis of the MTF regarding single parameter variations
will be shown together with the combined effects of the mechanical tolerances investigated by
Monte Carlo studies. The analysis is carried out for various scenarios that differ in the angle
between the optical axis of the setup and the lens under test (on- and off-axis cases). The
results of the simulations will be shown for typical sample lenses selected from the projected
lens spectrum of the reference setup (see Sec. 2.5).

2 Optomechanical Simulations

The model of the setup is implemented in MATLAB® (MATLAB, 2018) using the software
library SimOptDevice11 developed in the PTB. The software uses object-oriented modeling of
the mechanical and optical components combined with optical ray tracing. One advantage of this
application over other commercially available optic simulation tools is the definition of separate
coordinate systems for the single components of the setup. Due to their arrangement in a hier-
archical structure, angular and translational errors of single elements can be implemented
straightforward and are applied to all underlying coordinate systems automatically. In addition,
the characteristics of the light source and the algorithms needed for the analysis are known in
detail and can be controlled individually. Having full control of the software, other influences—
e.g., thermal or electronic—can also be implemented, if necessary.

In this section, we consider the working principle and structure of the virtual experiments.
After describing the configuration of the setup, the computation of the MTF from the ray-tracing
data will be explained. For that, the library of SimOptDevice was complemented by diffraction
considerations. Subsequently, the procedure for performing Monte Carlo studies will be intro-
duced together with the three sample lenses for which the analysis will be shown in Sec. 3.

2.1 Configuration of the Reference Setup

The MTF reference setup is arranged in a standard infinite–finite configuration following ISO
9335.12 The model of the setup is shown in Fig. 1. Originating from a point source, the light
passes through the collimator and uniformly illuminates the lens under test. The collimator has
an aperture of 80 mm and a focal length of 1185 mm. The detector is placed in the image plane of
the lens under test by a combination of three linear stages moving in the directions of the x, y, and
z axes. In the simulation, the coordinate system is rotated so that the x axis points in the direction
of the optical axis, whereas the z axis points in the vertical direction.
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The lens and the detector are arranged on a rotary table to achieve various angles of incidence
and field heights. The setup is designed for the visible spectrum, ranging from 400 to 800 nm.
In the experiments as well as in the simulations, typically, a wavelength of 546 nm is used.

In the experimental setup, two different detection methods can be applied to measure the
intensity distribution on the image plane, from which the MTF is to be calculated. The first
one takes one-shot measurements with a combination of a charge-coupled device or comple-
mentary metal oxide semiconductor camera and a microscope objective lens, whereas the second
is a scanning method consisting of a thin metal slit on a photodetector without the need for relay
optics.

To evaluate the influence of the mechanical alignment of the setup independently of the
detection method, the detector in the simulation is represented by a simple virtual detection
plane. It is placed on the focal plane of the sample lens, which is defined by the highest
MTF value at a certain spatial frequency. The calculation of the focal plane position is described
in Sec. 2.3.

2.2 Calculation of the MTF

For calculating the MTF out of the ray-tracing data, initially, the rays are traced through the
complete optical system from the light source to the virtual detector on the image plane. For
each ray arriving at the detector, the direction ~edet, the intersection points with the detector plane
~pdet, the intensity Idet, and the optical path length (OPL) are calculated.

The MTF of the geometric aberrations is estimated by handling the spot diagram as a geo-
metrical point spread function (PSF), from which the one-dimensional (1-D) line spread function
(LSF) can be calculated according to the following equation:13

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;116;287LSFðyÞ ¼
Z∞

−∞

PSFðy; zÞdz: (1)

As the PSF is given through a discrete spot diagram, Eq. (1) cannot be used in the integral form.
Instead, an increment dy is defined and all intersection points ~pdet lying between the boundary
lines�dy∕2 around the position y are counted and weighted by their intensity to get the LSF. For
this geometrical calculation of the LSF, the ray density of the source is chosen so that ∼100;000
rays arrive on the detector plane. In the simulations, the interval dy is fixed at a value of 0.1 μm.
This corresponds to the smallest effective pixel size that can be currently achieved with our
reference setup. The camera used in the setup has a pixel size of 6.5 μm and can be combined
with a microscope objective with a magnification of up to 63×. A higher magnification is not
compatible with this camera as the effective field of view would be too narrow.

The detector is arranged on the y − z plane, where z defines the vertical direction according to
Fig. 1. Therefore, Eq. (1) describes the calculation of the tangential LSF. The sagittal LSF is
calculated in the same way by integrating over the y direction. The 1-D geometrical MTF is then
calculated by Fourier transformation and is given by14

Fig. 1 MTF reference setup in the optomechanical simulation. (a) Point light source, (b) collimator,
(c) lens under test, (d) detector plane, (e) three linear stages, and (f) rotary table.
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EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;116;572MTFðsÞ ¼ FT ½LSFðyÞ�: (2)

As the computed MTF only contains information about the geometrical aberrations of the
system, it has to be multiplied by the diffraction-limited MTF of the optical system to obtain a
reasonable result.15 The diffraction-limited MTF is a function of the f number of the sample lens
and the used wavelength. This fast procedure gives the reliable estimations about the MTF when
the geometrical aberrations of the sample lens are large compared with the diffraction limit.

For lenses with a better degree of correction, the MTF relates to the size of the diffraction
pattern and, therefore, diffraction effects have to be considered.16 The method used in the virtual
experiments in this case is based on the Huygens principle, where plane wavefronts are assigned
to each ray. The intensity distribution on the detector (diffraction PSF) is determined by the
interference of the wavefronts on the image plane through superposition. For this purpose, a
detector grid of n times m pixels is defined on the image plane perpendicular to the optical axis
as shown in Fig. 2.

The positions of the pixels in space ~rn;m depend on the chosen pixel size. At every pixel
(indexed by n and m), the complex amplitude sum of all rays j is determined from

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;116;380Eð~rn;mÞ ¼
Xnrays
j¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Idet;j

p
× exp

�
2πi
λ

�
~edet;j
j~edet;jj

× ð~rn;m − ~pdet;jÞ þ OPLdet;j

��
; (3)

where nrays gives the number of rays arriving at the detector (adapted from Ref. 17). The phase
difference of the complex amplitude of a ray j is similar to the absolute OPL of the wavefront
covered when reaching the pixel ðn;mÞ. It is calculated as the sum of the OPLdet;i at the inter-
section point ~pdet;i and the optical path difference between the plane wave intersecting the detec-
tor at ~pdet;i and the same plane wave intersecting the detector at ~rn;m. The resulting intensity is
the modulus squared of the total complex amplitude given by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;116;254Ið~rÞ ¼ jEð~rÞj2: (4)

The LSF and the 1-D MTF are again calculated following Eqs. (1) and (2). For the calculation of
the diffraction MTF, nrays is chosen so that a further increase in the number of rays no longer
causes any changes in the resulting MTF. For this purpose, typically ∼214 rays arrive on the
detector plane. In both described methods of MTF calculation, the result must be corrected with
the MTF introduced by the effective pixel size of 0.1 μm.

2.3 Focusing Procedure of the Detector

To calculate the MTF of the sample lens for an ideally aligned system, the detector has to be
placed at the desired focal plane. To get near to that position in the first place, the detector is set to
the geometric focal point (GFP) on the optical axis. The GFP is estimated by performing a ray
trace from the source to the last surface of the lens under test and subsequently computing
the position of the smallest spot size behind the lens in both lateral directions. To stay close to

Fig. 2 Principle of the diffraction PSF calculation on the image plane. The rays are traced through
the complete optical system. At each point on the detector, the interference of the plane waves
assigned to all rays is computed.
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experimental procedures, a through-focus curve is determined from this point by setting the
detector at different points along the optical axis and searching for the position of the highest
MTF at a preassigned spatial frequency [focal criterion position (FCP)]. Depending on the prop-
erties of the lens under test, the FCP can lie about a couple of microns away from the GFP.
An example of a through-focus curve is shown in Fig. 3. With this procedure, we initially align
the detector position. However, it has to be mentioned that the calculated FCP can lie about half
the step size of the through-focus curve away from the ideal FCP.

2.4 Sensitivity Analysis

To investigate the combined effects of the alignment errors on the MTF, Monte Carlo studies
are performed. For that, initially, a sample lens has to be included into the simulation. Afterward,
a through-focus curve is calculated to determine the MTF of the initially aligned system.
Depending on the characteristics of the sample lens, either the geometrical or the Huygens MTF
is calculated.

Furthermore, the tolerances of the angular and translational positioning errors of all com-
ponents of the setup are defined. An overview is shown in Sec. 3.1, where the sensitivity of
the MTF on certain misalignments of single elements is also discussed.

Before calculating the MTF of the system for multiple configurations of alignment errors, a
closer look has to be taken at the position of the detector during the study. Introducing mechani-
cal deviations into the model may lead to a significant offset of the FCP. In the real experiment,
the focusing procedure already includes most of the alignment errors of the system. To keep the
simulation close to the experiment, for every configuration of alignment errors, the FCP has to be
recalculated and the detector set correspondingly.

When performing a study with ∼5000 different configurations of alignment errors, recalcu-
lating the FCP each time would lead to a significantly increased computing time. To avoid this
procedure when unnecessary, before computing an actual study, a smaller focal point study is

Fig. 3 (a) Exemplary through-focus curves for sample lens 2 (see Sec. 2.5) with a step size of
0.5 μm. (b) The FCP lies at −0.5 μm relative to the GFP.
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carried out to check for significant changes of the FCP. An example of a focal point study is
shown in Fig. 4.

The through-focus curves are calculated with an axial step size of 500 nm for 500 different
configurations of alignment errors lying in the defined tolerances. The variations of the deter-
mined FCPs are of ∼�100 nm relative to the FCP determined without alignment errors. The
amount of the variations can be explained by deviations of the calculated GFP, resulting in differ-
ent starting points of the through-focus curves. In contrast, the calculated distance between the
FCP and the GFP remains the same for all the configurations.

In this case, the relative position of the FCP to the GFP will only be calculated once in the
beginning of the study. During the study, the detector plane will be set to the position resulting
from the recalculated GFP and the fixed relative position of the FCP. In addition, random errors
with a maximum magnitude of half the step size of the through-focus curves have to be added to
the detector position to simulate initial positioning deviations. This agrees with the experiment,
as searching for the position of the start point for the through-focus curve is experimentally done
by eye and can be assumed to be random in the range of 500 nm. Only setting this start point to
the systematically derived GFP each time would ignore this random parameter of the experiment.

In a single Monte Carlo study, ∼5000 different configurations of alignment errors are applied
and the resulting MTFs are calculated. The deviations of these MTFs to the MTF of the initially
aligned system are displayed for certain spatial frequencies in a histogram chart against the
number of events. An overview of the complete simulation process is shown in Fig. 5.

2.5 Sample Lenses

The reference setup is designed to measure camera lenses with focal lengths in the range of
10 to 135 mm and f numbers between 0.6 and 5. To investigate how the sensitivity and uncer-
tainty estimations depend on the selected specimen, three sample lens designs are selected out of
the measurable range to perform exemplary Monte Carlo studies for different measurement
configurations.

Sample lens 1 is a telephoto lens with 100 mm focal length and an f number of 1.9 adapted
from Ref. 18. The design is well corrected for the on-axis case, but it is only designed for incident
angles up to ∼2 deg.

Sample lens 2 is a camera lens design with 10 mm focal length and an f number of 2.8 as
given in Ref. 19. With a diameter of only a couple of millimeters, this lens represents a miniature
wide-angle camera lens. As usual for this lens type, the MTF shows a smooth behavior even at
large incident angles.

Sample lens 3 is a simple standard test lens design as described byWilliams and Ashton9 with
50 mm focal length and an f number of 4. This lens is not well corrected but has a simple design,
which allows very precise manufacturing. Due to tight tolerances, according to Ref. 9, the manu-
factured lenses have a maximum expected MTF deviation of ∼0.01 MTF units to the computed

Fig. 4 Exemplary focal point study of sample lens 2 (see Sec. 2.5) for 500 configurations of
alignment errors.
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design. For this reason, it is a popular sample for testing the performance of an MTF-measuring
setup. Williams and Ashton have shown that MTF measurements of the described lens carried
out by several laboratories revealed an agreement of better than�0.06 MTF units. With the term
“MTF unit,” we describe the fraction of the maximum MTF value, which is given at a spatial
frequency of 0 mm−1 where the MTF reaches a value of 1.

3 Results

Some of the main results of the sensitivity analysis of the MTF involving single parameter
variations are shown in Sec. 3.1 for sample lens 1. Furthermore, the combined effects of the
tolerances are investigated in Secs. 3.2 and 3.3 using Monte Carlo studies for on- and off-axis
cases. The on-axis case is defined as the 0-deg position of the rotary table, where the optical axis
of the lens under test matches the optical axis determined by the light source and the collimator.
In the off-axis case, the angle of the rotary table is different from 0.

3.1 Sensitivity of the MTF on Certain Parameters

The positioning errors of the single components studied in the simulations can be divided into the
main objects of the setup, which are given by the light source, the collimator, the sample lens, the
detector, the rotary table, and the linear stages. For the light source, the axial and lateral devia-
tions from the ideal focal point of the collimator are considered as both of them have an effect on
the wavefront behind the collimator. In the simulations, a perfect point light source is assumed so
that angular deviations of the source have no influence.

Regarding the collimator, lateral misalignments have the same effect as for the light source.
In contrast, an axial deviation is not considered because the absolute distance between the source
and the collimator is only aligned once. In addition, the absolute distance between the collimator
and the sample lens is of minor importance. For the collimator, the angular deviations (tip and
tilt) also have an effect since they introduce wavefront errors.

The sample lens behind the collimator is assumed to be centered to the optical axis with its
entrance pupil lying in the rotational axis of the rotary table. Since the incident light cone is
highly collimated and has a larger diameter than the entrance pupil, small axial misalignments
of the lens are of minor importance. Here, only angular positioning errors are considered. They
may be introduced, for example, by a tumbling error of the lens mount.

Fig. 5 Tolerancing simulation chart.
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The detector is placed in the desired focal plane of the sample lens by a combination of three
linear stages (XYZ). The positioning errors considered for the detector are a tip and tilt in relation
to the plane perpendicular to the optical axis, as well as the axial deviation from the focal plane
caused by the quantized steps of the through-focus curves. The amount and distributions of the
all positioning tolerances are determined by considerations about the alignment procedures
applied to the experimental setup.

The positioning errors of the linear stages are given by the specifications of the manufacturer.
The stages are driven by DC motors and are supplied with linear encoders. Errors in the move-
ment of the stages also result in a tip and tilt of the detector and an axial deviation from the
desired FCP.

For the air bearing rotary table, the positioning accuracy is determined by the accuracy of the
alignment procedure for parallelizing the linear stage in x direction with the optical axis. This
value significantly exceeds the specified accuracy of the rotary table itself. The position stability
is again given by the provided specifications.

All positioning errors considered in the simulations are listed in Table 1. The errors are
assumed to be normally distributed around the ideal positions. One exception is given by the
deviation of the detector position from the focal plane in the axial direction. Due to the random
start point and the quantized steps of the through-focus curves described in Sec. 2.3, the error is
assumed to be equally distributed. The 95% coverage intervals of the alignment errors are given
as two times the standard deviations (2σ widths) and are also listed in the table. In addition,
the maximum MTF deviations to the tangential MTF of the initially aligned system (ΔMTFmax)
are shown in Table 1 for sample lens 1. The values result from a systematic variation of the single
positioning errors in an interval of �2σ. The calculated ΔMTFmax values are given for the
on-axis configuration at the spatial frequency of the focal criterion, lying at 100 mm−1.
They provide information about the influence of the individual positioning errors on the MTF.

Considering the pitch, roll, and yaw of the three linear stages, a resulting axial shift of the
detector position away from the desired focal point has the largest effect on the MTF. Only the
corresponding maximum ΔMTFmax values are listed in Table 1. For example, with a vertical
distance of 95 mm between the x stage and the center of the detector, a pitch of 20 arc sec
leads to an axial distance of ∼9 μm between the detector position and the focal plane. This error
gives a maximum MTF deviation of ∼0.1 MTF units from the MTF of the initially aligned

Table 1 Tolerances included in the simulations and their effect on the MTF (100 mm−1) of sample
lens 1.

Object Positioning error 2σ width ΔMTFmax

Light source Axial deviation 1 mm 1.7 × 10−4

Lateral deviation 2 mm 1.4 × 10−3

Collimator Lateral deviation 1 mm 1.2 × 10−3

Tip/tilt 0.3 deg 4.7 × 10−5

Sample lens Tip/tilt 0.01 deg 4.2 × 10−8

Detector Axial deviation 250 nm 1.8 × 10−4

Tip/tilt 0.1 deg 2.8 × 10−7

Rotary table Position accuracy 36 arc sec 7.9 × 10−8

Position stability 1 arc sec 2.6 × 10−9

XYZ linear stages Position stability 10 to 20 nm 4.8 × 10−6

Orthogonality 10 arc sec —

Pitch 20 arc sec 9.8 × 10−2

Roll/yaw 10 arc sec 1.9 × 10−2
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system at 100 mm−1. This value exceeds the target measurement uncertainty by a factor of 10,
but strongly varies for different sample lenses, spatial frequencies, and a different focal criterion
or modified measurement instructions. Consequences and potential optimization methods are
discussed in Sec. 3.3. In general, the linear stages have to meet high demands in different cat-
egories. Especially for a scanning detection method, accurate positioning in the range of 100 nm
is required; at the same time, a travel range of several millimeters is needed to reach different
image heights. Furthermore, their possible weight is limited due to the placement on a rotary
table. Therefore, the stages do not provide the best values regarding the pitch, roll, and yaw as
known from precision stages placed on a granite base plate.

In the experiment, the alignment procedures of all components of the setup are performed in
the on-axis configuration. This includes the definition of the optical axis, the alignment of the
rotary table and the linear stages, and the position of the specimen as well as the detector relative
to the optical axis. Therefore, most of the positioning errors resulting from the movement of the
linear stages are compensated during alignment. As the linear stages are barely moved in this
configuration, the orthogonality of the stages is not relevant and no ΔMTFmax value is given in
Table 1.

In addition to the positioning errors of the linear stages, the next largest MTF errors are
induced by lateral deviations of the light source and the collimator. In this special case, the other
positioning errors are of minor importance regarding the ΔMTFmax values. Nevertheless, for
different sample lenses, spatial frequencies, or measurement instructions, the values may differ
significantly. Therefore, all the mentioned positioning errors are included in the simulations.

3.2 On-Axis Behavior

In the on-axis case, the optical axis of the sample lens matches the optical axis of the setup. For
each sample lens, 5000 configurations of random positioning errors are applied to the setup. The
errors lie within the defined tolerances listed in Table 1 and are drawn from a standardized nor-
mal distribution. The only exception is given by the axial deviation of the detector position from
the focal plane, which is assumed to be equally distributed. For the linear stages, the pitch, roll,
and yaw are not applied in the on-axis configuration because of the alignment procedures men-
tioned in Sec. 3.1. Residual positioning errors resulting from an inclination of the linear stages
are considered by directly assigning angular deviations (tip/tilt) and axial positioning errors to
the detector.

The focusing procedures are carried out with a step size of 500 nm for each sample lens. In
the procedures, the position with the best MTF at 100 mm−1 is determined for sample lenses
1 and 2, whereas the best MTF at 20 mm−1 is determined for sample lens 3. The resulting MTFs
of the initially aligned systems are shown in Fig. 6(a). In Fig. 6(b), the deviations of the MTF to
the MTF of the initially aligned system (ΔMTF) are shown for 5000 different configurations
of alignment errors for sample lens 1. The results for sample lenses 2 and 3 are displayed in
Figs. 6(c) and 6(d), respectively. In these histogram plots, for each sample lens, the results for
three exemplary spatial frequencies are displayed.

Comparing the results of the three sample lenses, it can be observed that the maximumΔMTF

values are in the same order of magnitude, and the distributions differ significantly. For sample
lens 1, the MTF deviations show a normally distributed behavior, whereas for sample lens 2, they
are almost equally distributed. For sample lens 3, the behavior lies somewhere between normal
and equal distribution. In addition, sample lens 3 is the only one for which the mean values of
ΔMTF differ considerably from each other for the different spatial frequencies. This behavior will
be discussed later in this section. The comparison of the three different sample lenses gives an
impression on the strong dependence of the measurement uncertainty on the lens to be measured.

For the defined test conditions, within a 95% coverage interval, the MTF deviations from the
initially aligned systems are not expected to exceed a value of ∼0.004 MTF units. However,
aiming an uncertainty of 0.01 MTF units in total, this value already represents a significant
contribution to the overall measurement uncertainty. Therefore, the parameters with the biggest
impact on the ΔMTF behavior must be identified.

The only equally distributed alignment error applied to the system is given by the start point
of the through-focus curves. This is motivated by the missing alignment of the start point of the
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through-focus curves, as mentioned in Sec. 2.4. Therefore, the equally distributed behavior
shown for sample lens 2 in Fig. 6(c) indicates a strong dependence of the MTF of this sample
lens on the axial position of the detector, especially for higher spatial frequencies.

To confirm this assumption, separate investigations into the effect of an axial shift of the
detector are carried out for sample lenses 1 and 2. For this purpose, the detector position is
varied systematically ∼� 500 nm relative to the FCP calculated in the focusing procedure,
whereas all other alignment errors are set to 0. The range is chosen according to the step size
of the through-focus curves. The resulting ΔMTF curves are shown in Fig. 7.

Since the focal criterion lies at 100 mm−1 for both sample lenses, the MTF at this spatial
frequency gives a maximum response near the calculated FCP and therefore a minimum rate of
change. For the other spatial frequencies, the rate of change in the MTF is considerably higher.
For sample lens 1, the axial positions of the maximum MTF at 200 and 300 mm−1 lie in the
displayed range of the relative axial detector position. In the same range, the MTF of sample lens
2 shows an almost linear behavior at 300 mm−1. In addition, in this range, the peak-to-valley
value ofΔMTF at 300 mm−1 is about three times higher for sample lens 2 than for sample lens 1.
These results agree with the assumption of a higher MTF dependence of sample lens 2 on the
axial detector position relative to the FCP.

Furthermore, this analysis provides information about the fact that ΔMTF values >0 may
occur while misalignments are introduced to the setup. Especially for spatial frequencies other
than the one specified for the focal criterion, displacements of the axial detector position
away from the FCP may lead to higher MTF values. In addition, for the spatial frequency of
the focal criterion, the perfect FCP can lie about half the step size away from the FCP calculated
in the through-focus curve. Besides, the alignment of the distance between the source and the
collimator can have a similar effect on the resulting MTF.

Fig. 6 (a) Behavior of the tangential MTF of each sample lens for the initially aligned systems. The
Monte Carlo studies of ΔMTF (tangential) are shown for 5000 configurations for (b) sample lens 1,
(c) sample lens 2, and (d) sample lens 3. The step size of the through-focus curves is 500 nm.
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To narrow down the error given by the random start point, the step size of the through-focus
curves was reduced by half to 250 nm and again Monte Carlo studies were carried out for all
sample lenses. The results for sample lenses 1 and 2 are shown in Fig. 8. It can directly be seen
that for sample lens 2 the maximum ΔMTF value at 300 mm−1 decreased by almost a factor of
two as well. In contrast, adapting the same step size for sample lens 1 only has a small effect on
the MTF response. Here, especially, the positioning errors of the source and the collimator have
a greater influence than for sample lens 2.

The calculated mean values and 2σ widths of the distributions of ΔMTF are listed in Table 2,
depending on the sample lens, the spatial frequency, and the step size of the through-focus
curves. For sample lens 3, the smaller step size has almost no influence on the mean values
of ΔMTF for the spatial frequencies displayed in Fig. 6(d). However, the distributions of
ΔMTF become narrower for the spatial frequencies 10 and 30 mm−1 and the equally distributed
part of the ΔMTF distributions can almost be eliminated. This can again be explained by an
almost linear behavior of the MTF depending on the axial detector position for these spatial
frequencies. However, in this case, due to their higher absolute values, the mean values have
a greater impact on the overall uncertainty than the 2σ widths of the distribution itself. For this
lens, the sensitivity on lateral misalignments and angular displacements is much higher com-
pared with sample lenses 1 and 2. The positive effects on the MTF, which may result from an
axial detector shift or also an axial shift of the source, cannot compensate for the combined
negative effects on the MTF resulting from the other alignment errors of the setup. Furthermore,
it is important to mention that the ΔMTF distributions would change when applying a different
focal criterion.

Fig. 7 Behavior of the deviation ΔMTF depending on the axial position of the detector relative to
the FCP for (a) sample lens 1 and (b) sample lens 2.
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3.3 Off-Axis Behavior

The off-axis configurations are adjusted by changing the angle of the rotary table, resulting in a
varied incident angle of the light path on the sample lens. To measure the intensity distribution in
the desired focal plane, the positions of the linear stages have to be adapted to the corresponding
position of the focal point.

Table 2 Mean and 2σ interval of the on-axis tangential MTF deviation, depending on the sample
lens, and the step size of the through-focus curves.

Sample
lens

Step
size
(nm)

100 mm−1 200 mm−1 300 mm−1

Mean 2σ Mean 2σ Mean 2σ

1 500 −0.30 × 10−3 0.82 × 10−3 −0.36 × 10−3 1.72 × 10−3 −0.27 × 10−3 2.55 × 10−3

250 −0.27 × 10−3 0.81 × 10−3 −0.28 × 10−3 1.64 × 10−3 −0.16 × 10−3 2.35 × 10−3

2 500 −0.04 × 10−3 0.17 × 10−3 −0.13 × 10−3 1.15 × 10−3 −0.20 × 10−3 4.18 × 10−3

250 −0.03 × 10−3 0.05 × 10−3 −0.11 × 10−3 0.67 × 10−3 −0.19 × 10−3 2.18 × 10−3

10 mm−1 20 mm−1 30 mm−1

3 500 −1.65 × 10−3 0.34 × 10−3 −1.49 × 10−3 0.10 × 10−3 −2.46 × 10−3 0.27 × 10−3

250 −1.64 × 10−3 0.15 × 10−3 −1.49 × 10−3 0.10 × 10−3 −2.45 × 10−3 0.15 × 10−3

Fig. 8 Monte Carlo studies ofΔMTF (tangential) for 5000 configurations at three exemplary spatial
frequencies for (a) sample lens 1 and (b) sample lens 2. The step size of the through-focus curves
is 250 nm.
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The Monte Carlo studies for the off-axis configuration are carried out for sample lens 2,
which shows smooth MTF curves even for greater incident angles. Again, random alignment
errors lying in the defined tolerances (see Table 1) are applied to the setup. In contrast to the
studies performed on-axis, the off-axis studies also consider the pitch, roll, and yaw errors of the
linear stages, as well as their orthogonality. The results for the tangential MTF at an incident
angle of 5 deg are shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen that the maximum ΔMTF values are con-
siderably higher in this off-axis configuration than in the on-axis configuration as shown in
Fig. 6(c). While aspiring to a measurement uncertainty of 0.01, in this configuration, the maxi-
mum ΔMTF value lies at 0.357 MTF units for a spatial frequency of 100 mm−1. The big
differences to the on-axis case can be explained by the defined off-axis measuring instructions
and the errors induced by the motion of the linear stages.

Regarding the application of camera lenses, the distance between the plane image sensor and
the lens is fixed during image acquisition. Therefore, typical MTF-measuring instructions
demand that the distance between the sample lens and the detector is the same in the off-axis
case as for the FCP determined in the on-axis case. Assuming that the linear stages are ideally
aligned, only the position of the y axis has to be adjusted to the corresponding field height for
the off-axis configuration.

In practice, the pitch, roll, and yaw of the linear stages and their nonperfect orthogonality
result in differences between the detector position and the desired focal plane. Here, the strongest
influence on the MTF is exerted by deviations of the detector position in the direction of the
x axis (parallel to the optical axis), as already mentioned in Sec. 3.1. The pitch of the x stage,
for example, results in a maximum detector shift of ∼9 μm in x direction. In this context, the

Fig. 9 Off-axis Monte Carlo studies of sample lens 2 without axial correction of the detector
position. (a) Tangential MTFs for 5000 configurations. (b) Deviation of the tangential MTFs from
the initially aligned system.
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orthogonality of the linear stages only plays a minor role. At a field height of 0.87 mm, cor-
responding to the incident angle of 5 deg, the maximum orthogonality error of 10 arc sec leads to
a shift in the detector position of ∼40 nm in the direction of the x axis.

To prove that the main error of the MTF is induced by the shift of the detector in x direction,
the same studies are carried out again by additionally correcting the axial detector position in
the direction of the x axis after adjusting the linear stages. The results of the tangential and the
sagittal MTF are shown in Fig. 10. By applying this corrective procedure, the maximum ΔMTF

value at 100 mm−1 is reduced from 0.357 to 0.0024 MTF units.
The off-axis studies for sample lens 2 are carried out at three different incident angles for

5000 configurations each. The results are listed in Table 3 and they include the maximum
deviation of the tangential and sagittal MTF from the initially aligned system (ΔMTFmax) for
three different spatial frequencies. Additionally, all studies are calculated with and without the
correction of the detector position in the direction of the x axis. A comparison of the two methods
can also be found in Table 3. It can be seen that this correction procedure reduced the maximum
ΔMTF values up to a factor of ∼600.

4 Discussion

The results of the virtual experiments confirm the assumption that the positioning of the detector
in the desired focal plane is one of the most critical parts in MTF test benches. The on-axis cases
demonstrate that, depending on the lens under test, an adaption of the step size in the focusing

Fig. 10 Off-axis Monte Carlo studies of sample lens 2 with axial correction of the detector position.
(a) Tangential and sagittal MTFs for 5000 configurations. (b) Deviation of the tangential MTFs from
the initially aligned system.
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procedure can reduce the uncertainty contributions significantly. For the off-axis cases, the
results show a critical influence of the travel errors of the linear stages resulting in a deviation
of the detector position away from the desired focal plane. These errors have to be compensated
by corrective procedures to achieve acceptable uncertainty contributions.

Two basic procedures can be applied to reduce the influence of stage imperfections. One is to
adjust the orthogonality based on symmetry checks. If no mechanical adjustments are possible,
these can be applied in the positioning software. The other is to apply an additional position
measuring system and use the data for the positioning. As far as the positioning stages show
reproducible errors, the system can be calibrated for these.

As an additional position measuring system, interferometric length measurements in combi-
nation with reference mirrors placed on the linear axes could be used. Alternatively, laser tracer
systems can be used, which are well known for the calibration of coordinate measuring
machines.20

These coordinate measurement calibration procedures are not yet considered in the present
simulations since the intention was to investigate the basic effects and show the demands on
the positioning. To achieve an uncertainty of 0.01 MTF units, simulations have shown that
an accuracy of the axial detector position in the range of the step size of the through-focus curve
(250 nm) seems to be sufficient for sample lens 2.

In applying the mentioned corrective methods, care must be taken to ensure the necessary
precision. Especially, the pitch, roll, and yaw of the stages may also have statistical components
whose amount varies with different stage types. For a desired accuracy in the submicrometer
range, a constant and direct measurement of the distance between the lens under test and the
detector by an additional position measuring system can provide a traceable method.

Some minor aspects have not yet been considered in the simulations, i.e., temperature effects,
inhomogeneities of the refractive index in the optical components and the air, surface irregu-
larities of the optics, the bandwidth of the wavelength, or scattered light in the lens under test.
Therefore, the simulations do not provide exact information about the absolute MTF values of
specific lenses, as they would be measured in the experimental setup. Nevertheless, the simu-
lations allow estimations about the magnitude of the MTF errors induced by mechanical
misalignments. Thereby, they are a useful tool to assess whether the mechanical tolerances of
the system satisfy the requirements and, if needed, to find constructive optimization strategies.

Furthermore, the big differences in the ΔMTF behavior of the different sample lenses dem-
onstrate the complexity of assigning a specific uncertainty to an MTF-measuring setup. At least
for uncertainties ∼0.01MTF units, a high dependence is observed on the lens to be measured, the
desired spatial frequency, the chosen focal criterion, and the specified test conditions. However,
in most of the discussed scenarios, the maximum MTF deviations are well below the target
measurement uncertainty of 0.01 MTF units. Therefore, considering only the errors induced
by the mechanical alignment, it can be assumed that the desired measurement uncertainty may
be achieved.

Table 3 Results of the maximum ΔMTF values for sample lens 2 at three different incident
angles.

Angle Correction

ΔMTFmax 100 mm−1 ΔMTFmax 200 mm−1 ΔMTFmax 300 mm−1

Tan Sag Tan Sag Tan Sag

2 deg No 0.338 0.336 0.361 0.357 0.130 0.131

Yes 0.0006 0.0020 0.0023 0.0055 0.0046 0.0071

5 deg No 0.357 0.419 0.362 0.304 0.130 0.118

Yes 0.0024 0.0050 0.0057 0.0108 0.0056 0.0086

10 deg No 0.289 0.468 0.379 0.438 0.222 0.187

Yes 0.0039 0.0170 0.0019 0.0118 0.0050 0.0047
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5 Conclusions

We implemented our MTF reference setup in an optomechanical simulation environment, which
is capable of performing virtual experiments under realistic measuring instructions. The sensi-
tivity of the MTF measurements on positioning errors of the light source, the collimator, the lens
under test, the detector, and the stages has been investigated by varying single tolerancing param-
eters, and the combined effects of all possible misalignments have been analyzed within Monte
Carlo studies.

The virtual experiments present a progressive tool for a fast and lens-specific analysis of the
overall measurement uncertainty induced by the mechanical alignment in an MTF measurement
setup. The simulations provide a deeper insight into the MTF behavior of different sample lenses
and help to find constructive optimization strategies. Especially, the results sensitize for the
necessary precision of the detector position, which may lie in the submicrometer range for
high-precision MTF measurements. Using the mentioned optimization strategies, the results
indicate that the desired measurement uncertainty of 0.01 MTF units may be achieved in our
reference setup.

In the next step, the verification of the simulation results by experimental investigations is
proposed. Furthermore, the optomechanical virtual experiments are to be combined with sim-
ulations of the detection methods to come closer to a holistic simulation of the measurement
process.
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